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Abstract—In this paper, we investigate the stability of a
cooperative cognitive system. We propose a cooperative secondary
transmitter-receiver system (CSTR), where, the secondary trans-
mitter (ST) and the secondary receiver (SR) increase the spec-
trum availability for the ST packets by relaying the unsuccessfully
transmitted packets of the primary transmitter (PT). We assume
receiving nodes with multipacket reception capability (MPR). We
provide two inner bounds and two outer bounds on the stability
region of the considered system.

Index Terms—Cognitive radio, closure, stability analysis.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The electromagnetic radio spectrum is a precious resource,
whose use is licensed by governments [1]. Regulatory bodies
have come to realize that most of the time, large portions of
certain licensed frequency bands remain unused. The intuitive
intention behind secondary spectrum licensing is to efficiently
increase the spectral usage of the network while, dependingon
the type of licensing, not perturbing the primary users (higher
priority users). Cognitive radio (CR) systems are seen as a can-
didate prime solution that can significantly mitigate the current
low spectral efficiency in the electromagnetic spectrum. A CR
is defined as an intelligent wireless communication system
that is fully aware of its environment and uses methodologies
of learning and reasoning in order to dynamically adapt its
transmission parameters (e.g., operating spectrum, modulation
schemes, coding, and transmission power) to access portions
of spectrum by exploiting the existence of spectrum holes left
unused by a primary system.

The idea of cooperative cognitive transmitter has been
investigated in many papers [2]–[9]. In [2], the secondary
transmitter (ST) is used as a relay for the undelivered packets
of the higher priority user (primary user). The secondary user
controls its power for expanding the stability region of the
network. In [3], an extension of the problem with multiple
secondary transmitters acting as relays for the undelivered
packets of the primary transmitter (PT) was investigated. Fur-
thermore, the authors of [3] considered priority in transmission
is given to the relaying queues. In [4], the authors assumed
that the cognitive user transmitter will be allowed to use the
channel if the PT not using the spectrum, and that the priority
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of transmission is given to the relaying queue. Also, it was as-
sumed that the secondary will decide to relay a certain fraction
f (adaptive admission control parameter) of the undelivered
packets of the PT to minimize the ST delay subject to a power
budget for the relayed primary packets. In [5], the authors
characterized fundamental issues in a shared channel where
the users have different priority levels. They characterized
the stable-throughput region in a two user cognitive shared
channel where the PT has unconditional access to the channel
while the ST transmits its packets with some access probability
designed based on the primary queue state. More specifically,
the ST accesses the channel with probability1 if the PT is
empty, and with probabilityp if the PT is nonempty. In [6], the
authors proposed a cluster of secondary users helping the PT
with a single relaying queue accessible by all the secondary
users. The authors in [7] proposed a novel channel access
protocol for multiple secondary users with relaying capability
in a cognitive network. The stability region of the secondary
network was characterized. In [8], the authors considered a
network with two primary users and one ST that relays their
undelivered packets in the free time slots. In [9], the authors
considered multiple PTs with a common destination and one
ST with relaying capability. More specifically, the CR user
senses the primary bands and sends a packet from the relaying
queues until they all being emptied. Afterwards, the CR user
switches to the “best” idle band, which has the maximum
channel gain based on the channel conditions of the time, to
send its own packets.

In this work, we propose a new cognitive system with
the concept of cooperation. In the cooperative secondary
transmitter-receiver system (CSTR), the cognitive systemwith
its transmitter-receiver pair tries to utilize the periodsof silence
of the PT in order to increase the reliability of communication
against the effect of random channel variation, i.e., channel
fading, and to allow the ST to utilize the channel efficiently
and effectively. More specifically, when the secondary trans-
mitter and receiver sense the channel for empty time slots, the
slots are then used to help the primary system, and/or to allow
the ST’s packets to be served.

We make the following contributions in this paper.
• We propose a new cooperative system (CSTR), where

both the secondary transmitter and receiver are used as
relays for the primary terminal.

• We design a new protocol to manage the undelivered
primary packets decoding at the terminals and the channel
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Fig. 1. Primary and secondary links and queues.

accessing of the terminals.
• We propose an access probability assigned to each queue

and a controllable factor added to each relaying queue.
The relaying queues’ admitting factors control the arrival
processes of the relaying queues and the service process
of the primary queue, while the access probabilities
controls the service processes of the queues.

• We consider multipacket reception (MPR) capability
added to the receiving nodes.

• We provide two inner bounds and two outer bounds
on the stability of the primary-secondary network, i.e.,
the maximum stable-throughput of the ST given certain
average arrival rate to the PT queue.

For comparison purposes, we consider, in the Numerical
Results section, two extra systems. The first system is the non-
cooperative secondary receiver (SR) with priority queueing
(NCPQ) system, where the traffic of the ST is not served until
the relaying queue is empty. The second system is the non-
cooperative SR with no priority queueing (NCNPQ) to any of
the queues. Note that in NCPQ and NCNPQ systems, only the
ST helps the PT and all other medium access control (MAC)
operations are the same as described in the next section.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next
section, we describe the system model considered in this paper.
The stability analysis of the proposed system is consideredin
Section III. In Section IV, we provide some numerical results
of the considered optimization problems in this paper, and
finally, we conclude the paper in Section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

The network consists of one primary transmitter-receiver
pair and one secondary transmitter-receiver pair as shown in
Fig. 1.1 The ST is utilizing the spectrum resource whenever
the PT is idle. We assume that the ST and SR will be able

1The proposed cognitive cooperation protocol and the theoretical develop-
ment in this paper can be generalized to cognitive radio networks with more
primary transmitter-receiver pairs and more secondary transmitter-receiver
pairs, in which several primary transmitter-receiver pairs may choose one or
more secondary transmitter-receiver pairs or the best secondary transmitter-
receiver pair for cooperation.

to sense the channel every time slot to check whether the PT
is idle or not. The cognitive system will be able to send a
packet each time slot during the idle sessions of the PT. The
main assumptions of the system model at both the MAC and
physical (PHY) layers are discussed in this section.

A. PHY Layer Assumptions

Denote the primary source as ‘ps’, the primary destination
as ‘pd’, the secondary source as ‘ss’, and the secondary
destination as ‘sd’. Let ht

j,k denote the channel gain between
nodej and nodek at instantt, wherej, k ∈ {ss, sd, ps, pd},
and it is distributed according to a zero mean circularly
symmetric complex Gaussian random variable with variance
σ2
j,k, i.e., CN (0, σ2

j,k). Channel gains are independent and
each link is perturbed by complex additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) with zero mean and with varianceN◦ and
independent for all links. In this paper, we consider MPR
channel model which can capture the effect of interference and
fading at the PHY layer. Packets could survive the interference
caused by concurrent transmissions if the received signal-
to-interference and noise ratio (SINR) exceeds the threshold
required for successful decoding at the receiver, i.e., forthe
link between nodej and nodek the probability of successful
reception of the packet from nodej at its receiving node
k when there is a concurrent transmission from nodeℓ is
given byP ℓ

j,k = Pr{SINR > γth,k}, where the superscript
‘ℓ’ denotes the node which causes the interference (see the
Appendix). Given the channel model described above, when
there is no concurrent transmission, the outage probability
between nodej and nodek can be calculated as follows:

Pr{Oj,k} = Pj,k = Pr

{

|ht
j,k|

2
Pj < N◦γth,k

}

= 1− exp

(

−
γth,kN◦

σ2
j,kPj

)

(1)

wherePj denotes the transmission power of nodej andOj,k

is the event that the link between nodej and nodek is in
outage. The SNR thresholdγth,k is a function of different
factors in the communication system; it is a function of the
application, the modulation, the signal processing applied at
encoder/decoder sides, error-correction codes, and many other
parameters [10].

From the Appendix, the probability of packet correct recep-
tion of a transmitted packet from nodej to nodek when there
is a concurrent transmission from nodeℓ is given by

P ℓ
j,k =

1

1 +
Pℓγth,k

Pj

σ2
ℓ,k

σ2
j,k

P j,k.

B. MAC Layer Assumptions

We assume that the PT has a bufferQp to store the incoming
traffic packets, while the ST has two buffers,Qs to store its
own arriving traffic packets andQps to store a fraction of
undelivered packets of the PT. We assume all buffers are of
infinite length. We consider time-slotted transmission where
all packets have the same size and one time slot is sufficient
for the transmission of a single packet. The arrival processes



to the primary and the secondary queues are assumed to be
independent Bernoulli processes with mean arrival ratesλp∈
[0, 1] andλs∈ [0, 1] packets per time slot, respectively.

In this system, denoted byS, the ST accepts a fraction
of the undelivered packets of the PT, i.e., it will decide to
accept a controllable fraction to be admitted to its relaying
queue in case of outage on the primary channel using an
adaptive admission control parameterfs, and the SR has a
buffer Qsd to store undelivered packets of the PT in order
to accept a fractionfsd of the undelivered packets of the
PT. We assume that for successfully decoded packets by the
ST and the SR, the priority of keeping the packet is one
of the optimization parameters of the system defined as a
binary valueP , i.e., P = 1 if the priority is assigned to
the SR, andP = 0 if the priority is assigned to the ST.
We assume that the acknowledgment (ACK) and negative-
acknowledgement (NACK) messages initiated by the node
with the higher priority of keeping are sent earlier than the
messages that are sent by the lower priority one, i.e., the node
with priority of keeping transmits ACKs and NACKs fromτ1
to τ2 within the time slot and the other node transmits fromτ2
to τ3. Note that the primary receiver (PR) sends the feedback
messages over the periodτ◦ to τ1.2 The MAC layer is assumed
to obey the following transmission scheme.

• Assign the priority of keeping the undelivered PT packet
to the ST or the SR at the beginning of the transmissions.

• The primary user transmits the packet at the head of its
queue. If the queue is empty the time slot is free.

• If a packet is received successfully by either the PR, the
ST, or the SR the packet is removed from the PT’s queue
(the ST or the SR needs to send an ACK if a packet is
not decoded correctly by the PR in this case).

• If both the ST and SR decoded a packet correctly, the
terminal which has the priority of keeping, will keep the
packet and the packet will be removed from other node’s
buffer.

• If a packet is not received successfully by the PR, the
ST, and the SR, the PT retransmits this packet in the
next time slot.

• The ST and SR randomly access the channel at each
sensed free time slot (ALOHA random access).3

• At each sensed empty time slot, the ST transmits a packet
from its own queue with probabilityps, retransmits a
packet from the relaying queue with some probability
psp, or remains idle with probabilitypi=1−ps−psp. The
SR attempts to retransmit the undelivered packets of the
PT with probabilitypsd, or to remain idle with probability
1− psd.

• Packets could survive the interference caused by con-
current transmissions between the ST and the SR, if
the received SINR exceeds the threshold required for

2Another approach in feedback separation can be adopted. More specif-
ically, we can assume that the ACKs/NACKs are sent from each node at
different frequency band. In this case, the node with the lower priority of
keeping the primary packet will drop what it has decoded whenit gets an
ACK from the higher priority node.

3The sensing duration,τ , is assumed to be long enough to make the
assumption of perfect sensing valid (see [2], [4], [6] for a similar assumption).

successful decoding at the receiver.
We assume that the overhead for transmitting the ACK

and NACK messages is very small compared to packet sizes.
The second assumption we make is that the errors and delay
in packet acknowledgement feedback is negligible, which is
reasonable for short length ACK/NACK packets as low rate
codes can be employed in the feedback channel [10]. In
addition, nodes cannot transmit and receive at the same time
which is a common assumption where terminals are equipped
with single transceivers [5].

III. STABILITY ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSEDSYSTEM

Let us denote the queue sizes of the transmitting terminals
at any time instantt byQt

i, wherei readsp for the PT’s queue,
s for ST’s queue,ps for the ST’s relaying queue, andsd for the
SR’s relaying queue. A fundamental performance measure of
a communication network is the stability of its queues. More
rigourously, stability can be defined as follows [5], [10].

Definition: QueueQi ∈ {Qp, Qs, Qps, Qsd} is stable, if

lim
t→∞

Pr{Qt
i < y} = F (y) and lim

y→∞
F (y) = 1. (2)

If the arrival and service processes are strictly stationary, then
we can apply Loynes’ theorem to check for stability conditions
[10], [11]. This theorem states that if the arrival process and
the service process of a queue are strictly stationary processes,
and the average service rate is greater than the average arrival
rate of the queue, then the queue is stable, otherwise the queue
is unstable.

The service and arrival rates of the nodes are as follows.
For terminali = p, given that the priority factorP = 1, i.e.,
the priority of keeping the packet is assigned to the SR, a
packet can be served if either one of the four events is true:
1) The primary channel is in outage, the SR decides to accept
the packet (with probabilityfsd), and the channelht

ps,sd is not
in outage; 2) the primary channel is in outage, the ST decides
to accept the packet (which happens with probabilityfs) and
the SR decides not to accept the packet (which happens with
probability 1 − fsd), and the associated linkht

ps,ss is not in
outage; 3) the primary channel is in outage, the ST and receiver
both of them decide to accept the primary packet and both of
them decode it correctly4; or 4) if the channel between the
primary source and PR is not in outage, i.e.,O

t

ps,pd is true5.
Due to the stationarity assumption of the channels gain, and
using the outage probability formula (1), the probability of
the eventO

t

ps,pd is given byPr{O
t

ps,pd} = P ps,pd. From the
aforementioned argument, it is clear that the queue service
process is stationary process and has a finite mean:

µp=Pps,pd+Pps,pd

[

fsdP ps,sd+(1−fsdP ps,sd)fsP ps,ss

]

.

(3)

According to Loynes theorem, the stability condition of the
queueQi is given by

µi > λi. (4)

4The primary packet will be buffered to the SR queue and dropped from
the ST queue due to the priority of keeping assigned to the SR.

5(.) denotes the complement of the event, i.e.,x = 1− x.



If we take the priority of keeping factor into account, the
general formula of the average service rate of the PT is given
by

µp=P ps,pd + Pps,pd

[

P

(

fsdPps,sd+(1−fsdP ps,sd)fsP ps,ss

)

+ P

(

fsP ps,ss + (1−fsP ps,ss)fsdPps,sd

)]

µp=P ps,pd+Pps,pd

[

fsdP ps,sd+fsP ps,ss−fsP ps,ssfsdP ps,sd

]

.

(5)

It should be mentioned thatµp is independent ofP . Given
that, the primary queue is empty, the ST assigns the channel
to its own queue (which happens with probabilityps), and the
channel between the ST and its respective receiver is not in
outage, a packet inQs is served if the SR is nonempty and
does not access (which happens with probabilitypsd), or if the
SR queue is empty. The probability that the primary terminal
queue is empty is given by [10]

Pr{Qt
p = 0} = 1−

λp

µp
. (6)

From the above argument and the expression given in(6), the
mean service rate of the ST own data queue,Qs, is given by

µs = (1−
λp

µp
)P ss,sdps

[

Pr{Qt
sd = 0}+ psdPr{Q

t
sd 6= 0}

]

.

(7)
Consider now the relaying queue of the ST,Qps. Given

that the queue of the PT is empty in a time slott and the ST
chooses to access the channel with the relaying queue (which
happens with probabilitypsp), a packet from queueps can be
served in either one of the three following events: 1) If the SR
is idle, and the channel between the ST and the PR is not in
outageO

t

ss,pd; 2) if the SR does not access the channel (which
happens with probabilitypsd), and its queue is not empty, i.e.,
Qt

sd 6= 0, and the channel between the ST and the PR is not
in outage; or 3) if the queuesd in time slot t is not empty,
the SR accesses the channel (which happens with probability
psd), and the complement of the event outage between the ST
and the PRO

t

ss,pd|Tsd whereO
t

j,k|Tℓ denotes the complement
of the outage event of the channel between nodej and node
k when there is a concurrent transmission by nodeℓ. The
expected value of the service process of the relaying queue
Qps is given by

µps =

[(

Pr{Qt
sd = 0}+ psdPr{Q

t
sd 6= 0}

)

P ss,pd

+ psdPr{Q
t
sd 6= 0}P sd

ss,pd

]

(1 −
λp

µp
)psp.

(8)

Consider now the SR queueQsd. Given that the queue
of the PT is empty in time slott, a packet from queuesd
can be served if in a time slott in either one of the six
following events: 1) If the SR decides to access the channel
(which occur with probabilitypsd), the ST has no packets
in any of its queues, i.e.,Qt

s = 0 and Qt
ps = 0, and the

complement of the event outage between the SR and the PR

O
t

sd,pd; 2) if the SR decides to access the channel, the event
that the ST’s queues areQt

ps 6= 0 and Qt
s = 0 and it does

not access the channel (which happens with probabilitypsp),
and the complement of the event outage between the SR and
the PRO

t

sd,pd; 3) if the SR decides to access the channel, the
event that the ST’s queues areQt

ps = 0 andQt
s 6= 0 and it

is not accessing the channel (which happens with probability
ps), and the complement of the event outage between the
SR and the PRO

t

sd,pd; 4) if the SR decides to access the
channel, the event that the ST’s queues areQt

ps 6= 0 and
Qt

s 6= 0 and it does not access the channel (which happens
with probability pi = 1 − psp − ps), and the complement of
the outage event between the SR and the PRO

t

sd,pd; 5) if
the SR decides to access the channel, the event that the queue
Qt

ps 6= 0 and the ST accesses the channel (with probability
psp), and the complement of the outage event between the SR
and the PR given a transmission between the ST and the PR
O

t

sd,pd|Tss; or 6) if the SR decides to access the channel, the
event that the queueQt

s 6= 0 and the ST accesses the channel
(with probabilityps), and the complement of the outage event
between the SR and the PR given a transmission between the
ST and the SRO

t

sd,pd|Tss. The expected value of the service
process ofQsd is given by

µsd=(1−
λp

µp
)psd

[

(

Pr{Qt
ps=0, Qt

s=0}

+ pspPr{Q
t
ps 6=0, Qt

s=0}+psPr{Q
t
ps=0, Qt

s 6=0}

+piPr{Q
t
ps 6=0, Qt

s 6=0}

)

P sd,pd

+(pspPr{Q
t
ps 6=0}+psPr{Q

t
s 6=0})P ss

sd,pd

]

.

(9)

The arrival process to the relaying queue,Qps, can be
described as follows. Given thatP = 1, the PT’s queue is
not empty, i.e.,{Qt

p > 0}, the associated channel between
PT and PR is in outage, the ST decides to accept the packet,
and the channel between the PT and the ST is not in outage,
hence, the arrival toQps is either one of the following events:
1) The event that the SR decides to accept the packet from
the PT, and the associated channel between the PT and the SR
is in outage; or 2) if the SR decides not to accept the packet.
The process is stationary and the expected value of the arrival
process is expressed as

λps =
λp

µp
Pps,pd

(

1− fsdP ps,sd

)

fsPps,ss. (10)

Adding the keeping priority factor, the mean arrival rate of
the queueQps is then given by

λps =
λp

µp
Pps,pd

(

1− PfsdP ps,sd

)

fsP ps,ss. (11)

The arrival process toQsd can be described as follows.
The event that the primary has packets, i.e.,{Qt

p > 0}, the
SR decides to accept a packet from the PTW t

sd, the channel
between the PT and the SR is connected, and the associated



channel to the primary terminal-PR is in outage. The process
can be modeled as

At
sd = 1

[

W t
sd

⋂

{Qt
p > 0}

⋂

Ot
ps,pd

⋂

O
t

ps,sd

]

. (12)

The process is stationary and the expected value of the arrival
process to the queueQsd is expressed as

λsd = fsdPps,pdP ps,sd
λp

µp
. (13)

If we involve P , the mean arrival rate of the SR queue is
given by

λsd =
λp

µp
Pps,pd

(

1− PfsPps,ss

)

fsdP ps,sd. (14)

Since the mean service rates at nodess, ps and sd depend
on each others queue size, these queues are called interacting
queues, and consequently the rates of the individual departure
processes cannot be computed directly. In order to overcome
this problem, we utilize the idea of stochastic dominance,
which has been applied before to analyze interacting queuesin
ALOHA systems [5], [10], [12], [13], to obtain inner bounds
on the stability region. For the outer bounds, we upper bound
the queues service rates such that the service rates of the
queues become decoupled.

A. CSTR: Inner Bound

The inner bound is the union over two inner bounds based
on two dominant systems.

1) First Dominant System :In this system designated asS1,
Qsd andQs send dummy packets when their queues are empty,
and theQps behaves exactly as it would in the original system
S. Now, we can write down the service and arrival rates of
the interacting queues, i.e.,Qs, Qps andQsd as follows. The
mean service rates ofQs andQps are given by

µs = (1 −
λp

µp
)(1 − Pss,sd)pspsd, (15)

µps = (1−
λp

µp
)psp

[

psdP ss,pd + psdP sd
ss,pd

]

. (16)

The probabilityPr{Qps = 0} is given by

Pr{Qps = 0} = 1−
λps

µps
. (17)

Therefore,

µsd=(1−
λp

µp
)psd

[(

ps(1−
λps

µps
)+pi

λps

µps

)

P sd,pd

+(psp
λps

µps
+ps)P ss

sd,pd

]

.

(18)

According to the construction of the dominant systemS1,
it is easy to see that the queues of the dominant system are
never less than those of the original system, provided they are
both initialized identically (with the same initial conditions for
queue sizes in both the original and dominant system). This is
because, in the dominant systemS1, the SR transmits dummy

packets even if it does not have any packets in its queue, and
therefore interferes with ST in all cases that it would in the
original system. Therefore, if the queues at all nodes are stable
in the dominant system, then the corresponding queues in the
original system must be stable. The first inner boundR(S1)
which is based onS1 is given by the closure of the rate pairs
(λp, λs) constrained by equations shown above asfs, fsd, ps,
psp, and psd vary over [0, 1], andP varies over{0, 1} [5],
[13]. For a fixedλp, the maximum stable arrival rate to the
ST’s queue is given by the following optimization problem (as
in [5], [10]):

max .
ps,psp,ppd,fs,fsd,P

λs = µs

s.t. 0≤ps, psp, psd, fs, fsd≤1, P ∈ {0, 1}, ps+psp≤1

λp≤µp, λps≤µps, λsd≤µsd.

(19)

2) Second Dominant System:The second dominant system
is designated asS2, where the ST is the one that sends dummy
packets fromQs andQps, i.e.,Pr{Qs=0}=Pr{Qps=0}=0,
and the SR behaves exactly as it would in the original system
S. The mean service rate ofQsd is given by

µsd = (1−
λp

µp
)psd

[

piP sd,pd + (psp + ps)P ss
sd,pd

]

. (20)

The probability thatQsd is empty is given by

Pr{Qsd = 0} = 1−
λsd

µsd
. (21)

Thus, the mean service rate of the ST’s queues are given by

µs = (1−
λp

µp
)P ss,sd ps

[

1− psd
λsd

µsd

]

, (22)

µps = (1−
λp

µp
)psp

[

(

1− psd
λsd

µsd

)

P ss,pd + psd
λsd

µsd
P sd

ss,pd

]

.

The second inner bound for the stable-throughput region of
the CSTR system,R(S2), which is based on the dominant
system S2, can be obtained by formulating a constrained
optimization problem similar to that discussed above for the
first dominant system, where we fixλp and maximizeλs

as fs, fps, ps, psp and psd vary over [0, 1] andP varies over
{0, 1}. 6

B. CSTR: Outer Bound

Here we provide two outer bounds for CSTR.
1) First Outer Bound:The first outer bound for the CSTR,

denoted byS(o)
1 , can be obtained by upper bounding the

joint probability identities and using Bayes’ theorem [7].More
specifically,

Pr{Qt
sd=0}+psdPr{Q

t
sd 6=0}≤Pr{Qt

sd=0}+Pr{Qt
sd 6=0}

=1,
(23)

6The optimization problems of the first and second dominant systems are
solved numerically using MatLab optimization toolbox. Since the problems
are nonconvex, the solver produces a locally optimum solution. To increase the
likelihood of obtaining the global optimum, the program is run many times,
say10000 times, with different initializations of the optimizationvariables.



and
(

Pr{Qt
sd = 0}+psdPr{Q

t
sd 6= 0}

)

P ss,pd

+ psdPr{Q
t
sd 6= 0}P sd

ss,pd ≤ P ss,pd.

Based on Bayes’ theorem, we have

Pr{a, b} = Pr{a|b}Pr{b} ≤ Pr{b}

or

Pr{a, b} = Pr{b|a}Pr{a} ≤ Pr{a}

(24)

where a and b are any two arbitrary events. We can upper
bound the following quantities in formula (9):

Pr{Qt
ps = 0, Qt

s = 0} ≤ Pr{Qt
ps = 0},

Pr{Qt
ps 6= 0, Qt

s = 0} ≤ Pr{Qt
ps 6= 0},

Pr{Qt
ps = 0, Qt

s 6= 0} ≤ Pr{Qt
ps = 0},

Pr{Qt
ps 6= 0, Qt

s 6= 0} ≤ Pr{Qt
ps 6= 0}.

(25)

Based on the above facts, the mean service rates of the ST’s
queues can be upper bounded as follows:

µs ≤ (1−
λp

µp
)P ss,sdps, µps ≤ (1−

λp

µp
)pspP ss,pd (26)

Therefore, the mean service rate ofQsd is upper bounded as
follows:

µsd ≤ (1−
λp

µp
)psd

[(

(1−
λps

µps
) +psp

λps

µps
+ps(1−

λps

µps
)

+pi
λps

µps

)

P sd,pd+

(

psp
λps

µps
+ps

)

P ss
sd,pd

]

.

(27)

When the inequalities hold, the queues are not interacting
anymore and therefore we can obtain the outer bound by
solving a constrained optimization problem to get the closure
(λp, λs). The optimization problem is similar to (19).

2) Second Outer Bound:Another outer bound which can
be stated analytically is obtained as follows. Using (5):

µp=P ps,pd+Pps,pd

[

fsdP ps,sd+fsP ps,ss−fsP ps,ssfsdP ps,sd

]

≤P ps,pd+Pps,pd

(

1−Pps,sdPps,ss

)

=1−Pps,pdPps,sdPps,ss,

(28)

µs ≤ (1−
λp

µp
)P ss,sdps ≤ (1−

λp

µp
)P ss,sd. (29)

When the inequality (28) holds and applying Loynes’ law

λs < µs ≤ (1−
λp

1−Pps,pdPps,sdPps,ss
)P ss,sd. (30)

Denote the second outer bound asS
(o)
2 . The outer bound

can be characterized by the rate pairs

R(S
(o)
2 )=

{

(λp, λs) :
λs

P ss,sd

+
λp

1−Pps,pdPps,sdPps,ss
<1

}

.

(31)

The outer bound,S(o), of the CSTR is the intersection of the
two outer bounds, i.e.,R(S(o)) = R(S

(o)
1 )

⋂

R(S
(o)
2 ). Note

that since the service rates of the queues inS
(o)
1 are upper

bounded to obtain the mean service rates of the queues in
S
(o)
2 (see (28) to (30)), therefore,R(S

(o)
1 ) is contained inside

R(S
(o)
2 ), i.e.,R(S

(o)
1 )

⋂

R(S
(o)
2 ) = R(S

(o)
1 ).

IV. N UMERICAL RESULTS

In this section we provide the solution of the optimization
problems considered in this paper. The inner (the union of
the dominant systems stability regions) and the outer (inter-
section of the proposed outer bounds) bounds of the CSTR
are depicted in Fig. 2. The parameters used to generate the
figure are: Pps,pd = 0.2 Pss,sd = 0.2, Pps,ss = 0.08,
Pss,pd = 0.08, Psd,pd = 0.02, Pps,sd = 0.02, P sd

ss,pd = 0.54,
andP ss

sd,pd = 0.51. It can be seen that the inner and outer
bounds almost overlap for the parameters used. This might
indicate that the bounds are tight.

A comparison between the proposed system, NCNPQ and
NCPQ is depicted in Fig. 3. The parameters used to generate
this figure are:Pps,pd = 0.4, Pss,sd = 0.2, Pps,ss = 0.08,
Pss,pd = 0.08, Psd,pd = 0.02, Pps,sd = 0.02, P sd

ss,pd = 0.54,
and P ss

sd,pd = 0.51. Note that NCPQ and NCNPQ are
coincide for the used parameters. It should be mentioned that
if the link of the primary is always in outage with probability
1, i.e., there is no direct link between the PT and PR (the PT’s
packets will never be served if there is no cooperation, i.e.,
µp = P ps,pd = 0), the CSTR performance will significantly
overcome the maximum stable throughput of (NCPQ) and
(NCNPQ) as seen in Fig. 4. The parameters used to generate
the figure are:Pps,pd = 1, Pss,sd = 0.2, Pps,ss = 0.8, Pss,pd =
0.8, Psd,pd = 0.02, Pps,sd = 0.02, P sd

ss,pd = 0.9, and
P ss

sd,pd = 0.51.
From the figures, the envelope of the stability is a mono-

tonically decreasing with the mean arrival rate of the PT,λp.
This is because as the the primary arrival rate increases the
probability of the primary queue to be empty vanishes and the
secondary queue will not be able to access the channel. It is
also noted that the feasible range of the primary arrival rate
expands due to cooperation.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have addressed the impact of cooperative
cognition on the stability region of a network composing
of one primary transmitter-receiver pair and one secondary
transmitter-receiver pair. We have investigated the maximum
stable-throughput of the CSTR. In CSTR, the cognitive trans-
mitter and receiver sense the channel for idle channel resources
and exploit them to either relay the undelivered packets of the
PT or serve the ST own data traffic. We have provided two
inner and outer bounds on the stability region of the network.

APPENDIX

Under Rayleigh fading channels, the outage probability
between terminalj and terminalk when there is a transmission
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Fig. 2. Inner and outer bounds for CSTR:Pps,pd = 0.2 Pss,sd = 0.2,
Pps,ss = 0.08, Pss,pd = 0.08, Psd,pd = 0.02, Pps,sd = 0.02, P sd
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0.54, andP ss

sd,pd = 0.51.
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Fig. 3. Comparison between the maximum stable-throughput of the CSTR,
NCPQ, NCNPQ, and the no cooperation case:Pps,pd = 0.4, Pss,sd = 0.2,
Pps,ss = 0.08, Pss,pd = 0.08, Psd,pd = 0.02, Pps,sd = 0.02, P sd

ss,pd =
0.54, andP ss

sd,pd = 0.51. Note that NCPQ and NCNPQ are coincide for
the used parameters.

caused by nodei [5] is given by

P ℓ
j,k = Pr{Oj,k|Tℓ} = Pr{

Pj |hj,k|2

Pℓ|hℓ,k|2 +N◦

≤ γth,k}

=1−
1

1+
Pℓγth,k

Pj

σ2
ℓ,k

σ2
j,k

exp

(

−
γth,kN◦

Pjσ
2
j,k

)

(32)

where{Tℓ} is the event that the terminalℓ is transmitting a
packet. After some mathematical manipulations, it can shown
that the probability of correct packet reception in case of
interference is given by

P ℓ
j,k =

1

1 +
Pℓγth,k

Pj

σ2
ℓ,k

σ2
j,k

P j,k.
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Fig. 4. Worst case comparison between the maximum stable-throughput of
the CSTR, NCPQ and NCNPQ systems:Pps,pd = 1, Pss,sd = 0.2, Pps,ss =
0.8, Pss,pd = 0.8, Psd,pd = 0.02, Pps,sd = 0.02, P sd

ss,pd = 0.9,
and P ss

sd,pd = 0.51. Note that NCPQ and NCNPQ are coincide for the
used parameters. The mean service rate of the primary queue,in case of no
cooperation, is zero, i.e.,Pps,pd = 0.
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